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Island of Maui, Hawaii 
Introduction 
This report contains the results of surface Time Domain Electromagnetic (TDEM) geophysical 
surveys performed for groundwater resource evaluation at the Kula 1800 Property located on the 
Island of Maui, Hawaii. Blackhawk, a Division of ZAPATA ENGINEERING (Blackhawk) 
conducted the surveys from May 2 through May 5, 2006 for Kula 1800 Investment Partners, 
LLC (Kula 1800 Partners) of Maui and Tom Nance Water Resource Engineering (TNWRE) of 
Honolulu, Hawaii. 
The main objectives of the TDEM surveys on Maui were to explore for possible basal and high­
level groundwater occurrences at the project site. The surveys were conducted at six TDEM 
sounding locations. This allowed fot the creation of two survey lines, one positioned along the 
Pulehu Road and the second located along the Naalae Road near the Waiak:oa Gulch. Figure 1-1 
shows the locations of the TDEM soundings taken during this survey on the Kula 1800 Property. 
TDEM is a geophysical method that determines from the surface the geoelectric section 
(resistivity layering) of the subsurface. From the geoelectric section, information about geology 
and water quality can be inferred. This is possible because the electrical resistivity of the earth 
depends on lithology, porosity, the degree of saturation, and concentration of dissolved solids in 
the groundwater. Geophysical surveys, combined with other hydrogeologic information, are 
used to provide optimum locations for well placement and well completion depths. 
Blackhawk, a Division ofZAPATAENGINEERING Project # 5038 
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2.0 GEOLOGY/HYDROGEOLOGY 
Groundwater resources occur on the Hawaiian Islands basically in two modes: 
• In a basal mode where a lens of fresh water floats on seawater, and 
• In a high-level mode where the fresh groundwater occurrence is controlled by damming 
structures (i.e. intrusives, dikes, etc). 
The basic geologic and hydrologic framework of the Island of Maui and the two modes of 
groundwater occurrences are illustrated in Figure 2-1 . Fresh groundwater may also occur in 
areas between these two modes, but production is expected to be highly variable. TDEM 
surveys previously run on Hawaii have reliably mapped the basal mode groundwater occurrence 
and the boundary between fresh water in the basal mode and high-level water occurrences. 
Basal mode groundwater is resting approximately at sea level near the ocean surrounding the 
Island ofMaui. This is generally due to the fact that the volcanic rocks, which comprise the 
island, allow rainfall to percolate with little impedance directly downward through the rock mass 
(reference Figure 2-1 ). The fresh water floats directly on the seawater encroaching from the 
ocean. Fresh water flows laterally toward the ocean causing the fresh water lens to be thinner 
near the ocean. When groundwater is under conditions of static equilibrium, the Ghyben­
Herzberg Principle states that for every one foot of fresh water ·above sea level, approximately 40 
feet of fresh water will exist below sea level as shown in Figure 2-2. The transition from fresh 
water to seawater at depth may be relatively sharp (i.e. occurring over several tens of feet) or 
mo�e gradual, depending upon hydrologic flux, horizontal to vertical permeability contrast, and 
other geologic factors. It is assumed, when resolving TDEM data, that seawater saturated 
volcanics begin at the midpoint of the transition zone. 
TDEM surveys are utilized to map the resistivity stratification of the subsurface. From 
numerous previous TDEM surveys and calibration at well sites, characteristic ranges of 
subsurface resistivities have been derived for the geologic/hydrologic units shown in Figure 2-3. 
Some overlap in resistivity occurs between the units; however, other factors (such as elevation) 
can be used to separate the units. Therefore the main geologic/hydrologic units that can be 
derived from TDEM surveys are: 
• Depth to seawater saturated volcanic rocks. This occurs in basal mode situations, and by 
using the Ghyben-Herzberg Principle, the thickness of the basal fresh water lens can be 
calculated. 
• Weathered volcanic layers (laterites). These lower resistivity units are generally 
relatively thin (1 00 ft to 200 ft) layers that occur mainly at or near the ground surface. 
• Clay poor and fresh water saturated volcanic rocks. These formations generally exhibit 
high resistivity values. Note that the extent of fresh water saturation is normally based on 
geographic and elevation information, and that the fresh water cannot usually be directly 
detected in the TDEM data. 
Blackhawk, a Division ofZAPATAENGINEERING Project# 5038 
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Groundwater damming structures (i.e. intrusives, dikes) are inferred with TDEM by 
uncharacteristic sounding curves (distorted by 2-D structures), and by soundings that transition 
between detection of seawater at depth (indicating basal mode groundwater) and soundings that 
map high resistivities to depths below sea level (indicating possible high-level groundwater). 
Blackhawk, a Division ofZAPATAENGINEERING Project# 5038 
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3.0 DATA ACQUISITION AND LOGISTICS 
Blackhawk mobilized a field crew consisting of a project geophysicist and geophysical 
technician to perform the geophysical surveys. The crew and equipment were mobilized from 
Golden, Colorado. During the TDEM field surveys on Maui, Kula 1800 Partners personnel 
provided field site orientation and access (key to locked gates) to the property while TNWRE 
personnel provided project direction and oversight. A daily log of field activities during the 
TDEM surveys is presented in Table 3-1. 
The geophysical equipment utilized for the TDEM surveys was the Geonics EM37 system. The 
EM37 system consists of both a portable motor-generator powered transmitter and a PROTEM 
digital receiver. The main purpose of the TDEM measurements is to derive both the vertical and 
lateral variations in the geoelectric section of the subsurface. To accomplish this, the TDEM 
measurements were acquired using a central-loop array at each sounding site. The square 
transmitter loops were constructed using 12-gauge insulated copper wire laid on the ground 
surface, as illustrated in Figure 3-1. The dimensions for the transmitter wire loops were 1,000 ft 
by 1,000 ft. The transmitter was placed at a comer of the wire-loop and square-wave current 
pulses were driven through the wire utilizing a current of 14 amperes. The current pulses induce 
eddy current flow in the subsurface. A receiver coil (1-meter diameter) attached to the PROTEM 
receiver was positioned in the center of the wire-loop and used to record the decay of the 
secondary magnetic field due to the eddy currents induced in the subsurface. The effective 
exploration depth with a 1,000 ft by 1,000 ft transmitter wire-loop array is determined to be 
approximately 2,500 ft. Greater exploration depths are reached with larger wire-loops and 
factors that affect the depth of investigation include ground resistivity (ohm-m) and ambient 
noise (i.e. 60-cycle power line). 
The TDEM data acquired at each sounding consisted of measurements utilizing several receiver 
gain settings and two transmitter frequencies in order to ensure data quality and to obtain data 
over the longest possible time interval. The data were recorded at base frequencies of 3 Hz and 
30Hz for the TDEM soundings at the Kula 1800 Property. For data quality control purposes, 
additional offset data sets were collected at designated locations, from the center of each 
sounding, for comparison to the center loop data. The data from each sounding were stored in a 
solid-state memory logger in the PROTEM receiver and transferred at the end of each day to a 
PC for processing. The TDEM data collected for all of the soundings were of excellent quality 
with no measured cultural interference (i.e. 60-cycle noise) from nearby power lines and/or 
pipelines located along the roadways. A technical note describing the principles of TDEM with 
case histories is given in Appendix A. 
The transmitter wire-loop comers and centers were registered to road junctions, gates and fences 
located on the property. Other landmarks, such as water tanks and gulches, were also used to 
locate the comers of the wire-loops on the map with a hip-chain and compass. In addition, a 
hand-held Global Positioning System (GPS) was utilized to map both the centers and elevations 
of the soundings and were placed on the topographic map. A total of six soundings were 
Blackhawk, a Division ofZAPATAENGINEERING Project# 5038 
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Data Acquisition and Logistics 
measured on the Kula 1800 Property during the four days of fieldwork. The GPS coordinates 
and elevations of the TDEM soundings are given in Table 3-2 in Appendix B. 
Table 3-1 
Daily Log of Field Activities 
Kula 1800 Property TDEM Survey 
Date (2006) Activity 
April26 Ship TDEM geophysical equipment from Golden, CO to Kahalui, 
Maui. 
May 1 Mobilize Blackhawk field crew from Golden, CO to Kahalui, Maui. 
Meet with client and discuss Kula 1800 project and receive key to 
property gates. 
May2 Unpack TDEM geophysical equipment at Kamaole Sands hotel. Test 
motor- generator and organize equipment into 4WD vehicle. Begin 
geophysical survey. Collect TDEM data on Soundings K- 1 and K-2 . 
Download data to PC and perform preliminary data analysis in hotel. 
Discuss results with TNWRE. 
May3 Acquire TDEM data on Soundings K-3 and K-4. Download data to 
PC and perform preliminary data analysis in hotel. Discuss results 
with TNWRE. 
May4 Take TDEM data on Sounding K-5. Download data to PC in field 
and perform preliminary data analysis. Discuss results with TNWRE 
and client. Decision is made by client to continue data collection. 
Perform recon for Sounding K-6 and access across Waiakoa Gulch. 
May5 Remove boulders and grade power line road to gain access through 
Waiakoa Gulch with 4WD ATV. Collect TDEM data on Sounding 
K-6. Download data and perform data analysis in hotel. 
May6 Discuss Sounding K-6 results with TNWRE. Pack up TDEM 
equipment and store shipping boxes at hotel. Demobilize one person 
from Blackhawk crew from Kahalui, Maui to Golden, CO. 
May7 Day off. 
May 8-9 Deliver TDEM equipment to FedEx office in Kahalui. Demobilize 
remaining Blackhawk personnel from Kahalui, Maui to Golden, CO. 
Blackhawk, a Division ofZAPATAENGINEERING Project # 5038 
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Data Processing 
The field data collected at each TDEM sounding was transferred from the Geonics PROTEM 
digital receiver to a PC for editing and processing. Processing of the TDEM data begins with 
averaging of the electromotive forces recorded at positive and negative receiver polarities. Next, 
the measurements collected at the two base frequencies (3 and 30Hz) and different amplifier 
gains were combined to give one voltage decay curve (transient). The electromotive forces in 
the various time gates of the decay curves were subsequently entered into the TEMIXXL 
(Interpex Ltd.) inversion program to obtain a one-dimensional (1-D) geoelectric section that best 
matches the observed decay curve. 
The TEMIXXL inversion program requires an initial model of the geoelectric section measured. 
The initial model includes the number of layers and the resistivities and thickness for each of the 
layers. This model is usually derived from general knowledge of the geologic section or from 
data obtained from drill holes or electric logs. The inversion program is then allowed to adjust 
the layer thickness and the resistivities, so that the model curve converges to best fit the field 
data. The inversion program does not change the total number of layers within the model curve, 
but allows all other parameters to change freely or they can optionally be fixed constant. To 
determine the influence of the number of layers on the solution, separate inversions with a 
different number of layers are run. Subsequently, the model with the least number of layers that 
best fits the field data is used. 
An example of the output of the inversion program is shown on Figure 4-1 for Sounding K-1 on 
the Kula 1800 Property. This figure shows the measured data points (in terms of apparent 
resistivity) superimposed on a solid line on the left panel. The solid line represents the computed 
forward model for the geoelectric section on the right panel. This geoelectric section is the best 
match obtained by the inversion program. Figure 4-2 shows the tabulated inversion parameters 
consisting of measured data, computed data for best match solutions and an example of the table 
of inversion statistics. A three-layer inversion model is shown for Sounding K-1. The model 
displays a relatively thin (91 ft) moderately resistive (73 ohm-m) surface layer of clay soil 
(laterite) with a thick (1106 ft) resistive (449 ohm-m) second layer overlying a third conductive 
(9 ohm-m) layer. The depth to the top of the third layer is located at about 103 ft above sea level 
(asl) in the section. 
The interpreted geoelectric section derived from each TDEM sounding is not unique. The 
magnitude of each individual layer resistivity and thickness can normally be varied within a 
limited range with no significant change to the fit of the geoelectric model of the data. This 
variation is termed equivalence. An equivalence analysis was performed for each TDEM 
sounding. Figures 4-1 and 4-2 also show the equivalence analysis for Sounding K-1. This 
sounding is typical of the TDEM data and shows about a +/-5% equivalence in depth 
determinations and +/-1 0% in individual layer resistivities. The inversion results for each 
sounding of this project are given in Appendix B. 
Blackhawk, a Division of'ZAPATAENGINEERING Project# 5038 
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5.0 INTERPRETATION AND RESULTS 
5.1 TDEM SOUNDING DATA 
From each TDEM sounding, the geoelectric section of the subsurface is derived. The results of 
the one-dimensional (1-D) inversion of the individual TDEM soundings can be linked together 
(layers with similar resistivities) to create a 2-D geoelectric cross-section along a survey line. 
For this survey, a total of six (6) TDEM soundings were collected along the Pulehu and Naalae 
roads at the Kula 1800 Property. The survey data allowed for construction of two geoelectric 
cross-sections that trend from west to east as shown on Figure 1-2. The correlations between 
geoelectric layers and lithologic units established in Figure 2-3 were used to guide the 
interpretations on these geoelectric cross-sections. 
5.2 GEOELECTRIC CROSS-SECTION- LINE 1 (A-A') 
Figure 5-l shows the layered geoelectric cross-section from the TDEM data taken along Line 1 
on the Kula 1800 Property. The TDEM soundings were located along Pulehu Road in an 
approximate west to east direction with the center of Sounding K-1 at an elevation of 1,300 ft, 
and Sounding K-2 at 1,650 ft elevation. The soundings were positioned south ofPulehu Road 
due to property access and location of powerlines and metal pipelines along the road. 
A three-layer cross-section is interpreted for the two soundings along Line 1. The upper layer in 
the geoelectric cross-section exhibits intermediate to high resistivities ranging from 74 to 131 
ohm-m and is interpreted as a relatively thick (90 to 150ft) laterite surface layer. The second 
layer in the section exhibits high resistivities that range from 157 to 449 ohm-m and is 
interpreted as dry clay poor volcanic formations above sea level. The third layer in the section 
displays low resistivity values (9 to 11 ohm-m) and is interpreted to be influenced by geologic 
structures (i.e. intrusives, dikes) at depth beneath the soundings. The top of the third layer is 
interpreted to occur at an elevation of about 103 ft above sea level at Sounding K-1 and about 
712ft above sea level at Sounding K-2. The third layer of the section is eXpected to be 
influenced by 2-D geologic structures (i.e. intrusives, dikes), the presences of significant 
amounts of fine-grained materials (clay layers) in these areas, or possible saturation of this 
portion of the geologic section with brackish groundwater. Therefore, both of these TDEM 
soundings are interpreted to be located within areas that are controlled by structures that have 
distorted the true formation resistivities. Because these two soundings did not detect seawater 
saturated.volcanic formations (i.e. 3 ohm-m values) below sea level in the section, a calculation 
cannot be made for the thickness of the fresh-brackish water lens in these areas. 
5..3 GEOELECTRIC CROSS-SECTION- LINE 2 (B-B') 
The geoelectric cross-section from the TDEM data taken along Line 2 is shown in Figure 5-2. 
The soundings were situated along Naalae Road in a roughly west to east trend with the center of 
Sounding K-3 at an elevation of 1,300 ft, and Sounding K-6 at an elevation of 1,700 ft. on the 
east end of the line. During the survey, it was necessary to reposition the soundings both north 
and south ofNaalae Road, to avoid interference from powerlines and metal pipelines in the area. 
Blackhawk, a Division ofZAPATAENGINEERING Project# 5038 
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A three-layer section is interpreted for the four soundings along Line 2. The upper layer in the 
geoelectric cross-section shows intermediate to high resistivities that range from 101 to 163 
ohm-m and is interpreted as a thick (188 to 410ft) laterite surface layer. The second layer in the 
cross-section exhibits high resistivities that range from 106 to > 1000 ohm-m and is interpreted as 
dry clay poor volcanic formations both above and below sea level. Where the second layer 
occurs below sea level it is expected to be saturated with fresh-brackish basal mode water. The 
third layer in the section with low resistivities (2.5 to 4. 7 ohm-m) is interpreted to represent 
seawater saturated volcanic layers at depth beneath Soundings K-3, K- 4 and K-5. The 
calculated thickness of the fresh-brackish water lens ranges from 156ft beneath Sounding K-3 to 
1 09 ft beneath Sounding K-5. 
Sounding K-6 exhibits a high resistivity value (336 ohm-m) throughout the effective exploration 
depth of the TDEM measurement (about 750ft below sea level). Therefore, this sounding is 
interpreted to be located above the geologic/hydrologic structure (i.e. intrusive, dikes) that is 
observed beneath Soundings K-1 and K-2 on Line 1. With the existing TDEM data density, the 
geologic/hydrologic boundary is interpreted midway between Soundings K-5 and K-6, and the 
potential for high-level groundwater may exist beneath Sounding K-6. Also, the exact position 
and width of the structure is uncertain due to the data density in this area. 
5.4 HYDROGEOLOGIC INTERPRETATIONS 
Table 5-l contains the approximate thickness of the fresh-brackish water lens calculated from the 
elevation of the seawater interface interpreted from the TDEM soundings taken at the Kula 1800 
Property. The table includes the value of static water level (head) calculated by using the 
Ghyben-Herzberg Principle. 
Table 5-1 
Hydrogeologic Information Derived From TDEM Soundings 
Kula 1800 Property 
(Values in Feet) 
Sounding Surface Elevation ofTop of Calculated Static Approximate 
Number Elevation the Conductive Water Level (Head) Thickness of Fresh-
Layer Using Ghyben- Brackish Water Lens 
Herzberg Principle 
K-1 1300 * * * 
K-2 1650 * * * 
K-3 1300 -156 3.9 160 
K-4 1500 -149 3.7 153 
K-5 1680 -109 2.7 112 
K-6 1700 * * * 
*The TDEM sounding did not detect seawater-saturated layers at depth in the section; therefore, 
a calculation cannot be made for the thickness of the fresh-brackish water lens for this data. 
Blackhawk, a Division ofZAPATAENGINEERING Project# 5038 
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The TDEM data is further summarized on the interpretation map shown in Figure 5-3. On this 
map the soundings are separated into three groups and are color coded: 
1. Three soundings K-3, K-4 and K-5 (blue), in which a layer of low resistivity was detected 
below sea level. A fresh-brackish water lens is expected to occur in the basal mode 
beneath these soundings. 
2. Two soundings K- 1 and K-2 (green), which are interpreted to be influenced by lateral 
discontinuities (i.e. intrusives) and geologic/hydrogeologic groundwater damming 
structures are inferred. Low resistivity values occur above sea level and groundwater 
levels, water quality and production are expected to be variable in these areas. 
3. Sounding K-6 (yellow), where a high resistivity value was interpreted to the effective 
exploration depth of the sounding (about 750ft below sea level). The potential for high­
level groundwater likely exists in the area of this sounding. 
The accuracy of determining the depth to the saltwater interface from TDEM soundings is 
estimated to be +/-5% of the total depth calculated in the sounding measurement, (e.g. from the 
ground surface to the salt water interface). The accuracy of determining the groundwater 
damming structures at the Kula 1800 Property is mainly determined by the TDEM data density 
(sounding spacing). 
From the summary map, the boundary of the inferred geologic/hydrologic discontinuity appears 
to be located between Soundings K-4 and K-6 on the west; and between Soundings K-5 and K-6 
on the south, roughly along the Waiakoa Gulch. From there, the results from Soundings K-1 and 
K-2 suggest that it extends to the northwest between K-1 and K-3 and northeast between K-2 and 
K-6. Due to the sparse TDEM data density, the discontinuity boundary is not well defined in 
these areas of the property. 
Blackhawk, a Division ofZAPATAENGINEERING Project# 5038 
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The main objectives of the TDEM surveys on the Kula 1800 Property on Maui were to explore 
for basal and high-level groundwater resources. The optimum locations for groundwater in the 
basal mode are expected to occur where the thickest lens of fresh-brackish water is detected 
floating on seawater. The optimum locations for high-level groundwater are expected to occur 
within dike-confined areas detected at relatively low surface elevations. 
The results from the surveys are shown on the summary map in Figure 5-3. The TDEM data 
indicate: 
• That beneath Soundings K-3, K-4 and K-5, a lens of basal mode fresh-brackish water 
occurs. The thickest lens of potential fresh-brackish water resource is interpreted to 
occur beneath Sounding K-3, and is estimated to be 160 ft thick. 
• In areas beneath Soundings K-1 and K-2, the data are interpreted to be influenced by 
lateral discontinuities (i.e. intrusives) and groundwater-damming structures are inferred. 
The groundwater regime is expected to be structurally complicated in these areas and 
groundwater yield and quality is expected to be variable. 
• Beneath Sounding K-6, the potential for high-level groundwater is expected to exist. 
Groundwater damming structures are interpreted on three sides of Sounding K -6 (south, 
west and north) and therefore, this appears to be the best location for high-level 
groundwater occurrence. 
The groundwater resources within areas controlled by geologic/hydrogeologic structures cannot 
be determined directly from TDEM sounding data. 
Due to the location of the existing power line and limited road access on the east portion of the 
property boundary, it was necessary to move Sounding K-6 to a lower elevation than originally 
plaimed to avoid cultural interference (i.e. 60-cycle noise) to the data. Therefore, additional 
TDEM soundings located above the power line and east (upslope) of the property boundary 
fence line will help define the extent of potential high-level groundwater in this area of the site. 
Blackhawk, a Division ofZAPATAENGINEERING Project# 5038 
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7.0 CERTIFICATION 
Time Domain Electromagnetic Surveys for Assisting in Determining the 
Groundwater Resources on Kula 1800 Property 
Island of Maui, Hawaii 
Certification 
All geophysical data analysis, interpretations, conclusions, and recommendations in this 
document have been prepared under the supervision of and reviewed by Blackhawk, a Division 
of ZAPATA ENGINEERING, Senior Geophysicists. 
This geophysical investigation was conducted using sound scientific principles and state-of-the­
art technology. A high degree of professionalism was maintained during all aspects of the 
project from the field investigation and data acquisition, through data processing, interpretation, 
and reporting. All original field data files, field notes and observations, and other pertinent 
information are maintained in the project files and are available for the client to review. 
A geophysicist's certification of interpreted geophysical conditions comprises a declaration of 
his/her professional judgment. It does not constitute a warranty or guarantee, expressed or 
illlplied, nor does it relieve any other party of its responsibility to abide by contract documents, 
applicable codes, standards, regulations, or ordinances. 
Blackhawk, a Division ofZAPATAENGINEERING Project# 5038 
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301 Commercial Road, 
Suite B 
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Phone: (303) 276-8700 
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DA'l'l\ SET: K·l 
CLIENT P�cific Rim Land, Inc. 
LOCATION Maui, Hawaii 
COUNTY !llaUi 
PROJECT Kula 1800 TDEM Survey 
DATE: 05·0:2-ao 
SOUNDING: l 
ELEVATION: 396.20 m 
LOOP SIZE 305.000 m by 305.000 m 
EQUIPMENT: Geonica PROTEM 
AZIMUTH: 
COIL LOC: a.OOO m (X), 0.000 m (Y) 
SOUNDING COCRDINATES: E: l.Cooa N: 
TIME CONST»>T: NONE 
:1..0000 SLOPE: NONE 
Central LOop Configuration 
Geonics PROTEM System 
FITTING ERROR: l.l62 PERCENT 
L # RESISTIVITY 
(ohrn-m) 
THICICNESS 
{meters) 
ELEVATION CONDUCTANCE 
(meters) {4+1 (Siemens) 
1 
2 
3 
73.58 
H9.3 
8.99 
ALL PARAMETERS 1\RE FREE 
:27.66 
337.a 
396.2 
368.5 
31.51 
PARAMETER BOUNDS FROM SQUIVALENCE ANALYSIS 
LAYER MU.'"IMt.'M BEST MAlCIMUM 
RRO 1 61.584 73.582 81.883 
2 41.9.318 U�.374 485.5.90 ) 3 B.Gl.O 8.9.92 9.433 THICK 1 2J.. l54 27.669 32.078 
2 332.78a 337.015 344.844 
DEPTH 1 21.154 27.66.9 32.078 
2 362.739 364.684 366.068 . 
CURRENT: 14.00 AMPS EM-58 COIL AREA: 
FREQUENCY: 3.00 Hz GAIN: 6 RAMP TIME: 
No. TIME emf (nV/m sq:rd) 
(me) DATA SYN'I'HE'l'IC 
1 0.881 155.7 158.5 
2 l. 06 124.2 124.4 
3 1 . 31 �7.35 97.10 
� 1.61 76.10 76.37 
5 2.00 59.09 59.77 
6 2.50 45.68 45. 9� 
7 3. t4 34.39 34.85 
8 3. 95 25.62 26.05 
9 4.99 16.90 19.08 
l.O 6.31 J.3. 93 1.3.79 
ll 7.99 9.75 9.74 
12 10.l.4 6.91 6.77 
CURRENT: 14.00 AMPS EM-58 COIL AREA: 
FREQUENCY: 30.00 liz �N: 3 BAM? TIME: 
No. TIME emf (nV/m sqrd) 
(ms) DATA 
13 0.0881 30380.5 
:<.4 0.106 20460.5 
lS 0.131 12924.6 
16 a .161. 7827.9 
17 0.200 4567.8 
18 0.250 2551..9 
1.9 0.314 1.372. 9 
�0 0.395 747.7 
21 0.499 425.8 
22 0.631 267.9 
�3 0.799 176.7 
24 l..Ol 123.7 
25 1.28 92.80 
PARAMETER RESOLUTION MATRIX: 
' P' Ul"Dl CATES F !XED P ARAM.ETSR 
p 1 0.80 
p 2 0.06 0.76 
p 3 0.03 -0.07 0.88 
T 1 -o.�o -o.oe o.oo o.69 
T 2 C.Ol 0.02 O.Ol 0.03 1.00 
P 1 P 2 P 3 T 1 T 2 
SYNTE.ETIC 
30531. e 
20356.7 
12870.6 
7828.0 
4559.0 
2546.6 
1378.4 
760.6 
428.1 
262.7 
172.8 
123.6 
90.94 
lfi¥.D 
12.41 0,376 
ln.'l a. 749 
Equivalence 
Analysis 
100.00 sq m. 
150.00 muSEC 
DIFFERENCE 
(percent} - 1 .74 
-0.0873 
0.252 
·0.346 
·l-�4 
-0.550 
·1.33 
·l. 68 
-O.$i4a 
l.CJ. 
0. C54S 
2.0.9 
100.00 sq r.:. 
l.SO.CO rnUSEC 
.D.IFFERRNCE 
(percent) 
-0.�97 
0.507 
O.U7 
-9. SSOE-04 
0.1�1. 
0.2J.O 
-0.398 
�J..?:2 
-0 . 545 
l. 94 
4.22 
0.0570 
2.11 
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Case Histories _of Time•Domain Electromagnetic Soundings in 
Enviromnental Geophysics 
Pieter Hoekstra* and Mark W. Blohm* 
Abstract 
1 . , .  
Time-domain e1ec�magnetic (TD� �()tindings are 
a surface electr(lma.gnetic teclmiq� that f'mds increasing 
use in. environmental geopbysic�. Commercial equip­
IDeJ;lt � now available for IDEM soundings in th� �.,. 
plOiation depth range from abQut S Iil to about .5000 m. 
Applicatiott of TDEM is illustnt,ted in three case histo­
ries. 
The transmi�-receiver array usec,l !n all three inVeS­
tigations was the central-loop amiY, in which measure­
m_en:t.s of the electromotive foite due to the vertic:al m,ag ... 
netic field are J:Da4e with a receiver in the center. of squ:aJ:e, 
nongrp� transmitter loops. The dimensions of the 
�tter loops were varied from 30 m by 30 m fc;>r 
�e e:xp\�oQ depths between 5 Iii tO 75 Iil, to 
509 m. by 500 m for e�ve exploration depths to abou� 
2500 m. These re�vely small dimensiQnS of recd.vet/ 
transmitter an·�:,.ys, compared to the e�plotation depth, 
allow TDEM surveys to be' -� in urban areas whete 
open spaces are limited m size� and where. en�ir611IDCntal 
and ground-water mobleinS are perhaps mo8t \i:fgeilt. Also, 
1:Jle procedures of' signal procc;ssing uacd in TD� fa­
cilirilte operation � tite in'esence of higll lipWient elec­
trical noise prevalent in urban �Uings, 
Tlle three case histories IM.);): · · 
(1) the depth of �t occurrence of brine for asSisting 
site ev�\lation ·of a higb-lev�l nUcleat-waste re­
pository in bc:dqcd salts nclli' CDrls_bac:J.,·New Mex­
ico, 
(2) ihe encro�ilt of slilt water i,n a multiple-zone 
coastal aquifer system in the Sai.ina$ Valley, Cal­
ifOrnia, (The availa))ility of about 100 n;1onit�g 
wells allowed correlation of formation resistivities 
·'to ground-water salinity;) an(f 
(3) sballow basalt flows in the exploration deptb.range 
-� 5 Iil to 30 m. (This case bistpry shows the 
results ofTDEM �Qver tbe � �ge 
from about 10'""6 s � 10'"'4 s with �tral-loop 
sc:nuldiiigs Qf:smafi (30 m) d.imensi�ll5.): 
mtroduction 
Tuile-dolnain. electromagnetic (TDEM) s.oundings in­
creasingly are beilig employed. (or d.e�g goo­
eleCtrical sectioncs, �epotted a:pplicatiQns of this TDEM 
I®� are in mapping of volcanic cover (Friscblcnecbt 
and Raab, 1984; Keller et' al., 1984), onsli� !ll\4 off­
shore �st (Ehranbard et ill., i983), g®thennal 
reservoirs (Fl1t'erman et al., 1988), hydrocarf:Kins (Ra­
binovich et al., 1977; Wigbt:man et al., 1983), and ground water (Fitterman �Stewart, 1986; Mills et al., 1988). 
TheOretical· aspects Qf the method, such as behavior of 
magnetic and electric fields (e.g., N;drlghi• and bris­
taglio, 1984), definition Qf apparent resistivity (Kaufman 
and Keller, 1983; Spies and Eggers, 1986), transmi�­
receiver arrays (Kaqfma,n· l1Jld K:�per, 1983), and i.IIflu-. 
enc_e of t\V��.si.onal (2-D) and three-dimensional 
(3-D) Sttuctures on· one-dimensional interpretations 
(Hohmann, 1988; Newman et al., 1987) � dis¢qss� 
tbroughout the geophysi�alliteranire [see. also McNeill, 
Vol. b:Ed"]. . 
Several reasons are apparent for the increa5h!g u8e of 
TDEM in environmental geopby�i¢5. I,n urban areas· am­
bient �cal noiSe 1s J:ijgb, 2nd open spaces limited. 
TDEM surveys can often work around these limitations. 
Small transmitter-receiyer arrays can be laid o�t in ath"' 
letic fields, parks, arid other open spaces, and ambient 
*BliK:khawk Geo�iences, Inc., 17301 West Colfax, #50, Golden, <;0.80401. 
l 
I 
. � 
2 
ele�trical noise due to reSidential power service can often 
be removed by stac.ldng. Also, recent availability of 
eqUipment with fast, c::Wrent ramp turn-off and early-time 
measurements bring shallow mapping objectives for 
ground.,.water protection and contaminant investigations 
wi� the exploration depth range of TOEM .. · 
A limitation of IDEM at this time is the lack of prac� 
tical, cost-effective algorithms for interpreting 2-I;> and 
3-D structures. At present, forward modeling of 2-D and 
3-D suucum=05 (Newman et Ill., 1987), require.<� signifi­
cant centra} processing unit (CPU) time on the main­
� negating their application to shallow IDEM ex­
ploration. It is in �e development of practical algori� 
for 2-D and 3-o· interpretationS for personal computers 
that the main advances in IDEM must come. 
Illustrated applications of the me1;bod to three envi­
ronmental objectives include (1) assisting in siting of high­
level, nucleat-wa:sm repositories, (2) mapp4tg the intru­
sion of salt Water in coastal aquifers, and (3) mapping 
the thickness of thin basalt flows. The basic principles 
of the equipment and the procedures of data acquisition 
and processing are similar for all three case histories. 
Some c�cicd!itie05 of central-loop array mea..o;ure­
ments. such as land survey requirements, location of 
plotting points, and vertical �lotion· are reviewed 
briefly. Equipment design p�ters and data acquisi­
tion, processing, and interpretation procedures are diS­
cussed. These principles are i11ustrated subsequently QD 
the three case histories. The Geonics EM-47, EM-37 or 
EM42 were used� �g �data for all three �e 
histories. 
Practical Aspects of Data 
AcqUisition 
Tra,nsmitter·R�eiver Arrays 
tbe three types of ttansmitter-receivet arrays em­
ployed in IDEM soundings are illustrated in Figure L 
The may used in the three case histories is the central 
loop aJ:ray (Figure lb), For applications in enVironmen­
tal geopbysi<;!l t:bere are certain advantages to � c�tnd 
1oop array, such as: 
· 
(a) �d survey and space requireJJlents.-.Figure 
2 shows the m.easun:d behavior of the electiomotive.fon:es 
(emf's) d� til horizontal (x} and vertical (z) magnetic 
field comp()nents on a prot]Ie through the centei of a 
square transmitter loop 11.t 2. 2 ms after �nt tum-off. 
Data at other times would show a sinlilar behavior but 
differ in amplitudes. The emf due to the z-compone�t 
can be se.en to be relatively fiat about the center, Lo­
cation errors of ±10% L (Lis side of square) cause neg-
Hoekstra and Blohm 
a) 
b) 
c) 
.!, ReCErleR I'OSritoNS 
Fro, 1 •. Transmitter-n:ceiver mays, (a) grounded liile, (b) central 
loOp, and (c) loop-loop. 
ligible CIIUX!i, and deviations from G square trausmitter 
loop have little eff� i;m a data set Because in cenmu 
loop soundings the geoelectric section is dcmved from 
emf., reqili:reJDent.o; for accurate positic:>ning are tninimal 
which enhances the pl"&Ctical value of field survey pro­
ductivity, and allows flexibility iD choosing a station lo­
cation. Because emf,. bas a zero crossing in the center 
of the loop, its measurement would require �fU.l sur­
vey control, Also, ambient electrical 11oise is higher in 
horizoil.tal components. 
The dimensions of transmitter loops in central-loop ar­
rays depend on required exploration depth, �xploration 
objectiVe, and geoelectric section. Optimum dimensions 
ilrl:: generally selected from forWard modeling and field 
tests. Typically, the length of a side o.f the t:ransmitter 
loop � about two-thirds of .the exploration depth for the 
EM-37. The EM-42 is generally ¢mployed fOr explora­
tion deptbs from about 300 m to 2500 m vv�th 500 m by 
500 �. transmitter.loops, and with a gro�de4line array 
for deeper objectives. 
the grounded line may (FigU:te la) with long offset 
receiver locations is dolllinantly used in deep electrical 
soundings in support of oil and gas exploration (l{eller 
et al., 1984). the loop-loop array (Figlire lc) finds ap-
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FIG. '2. Measured �vior of the #ecaoi:DOtive forces dae ID vertical (emfJ aDd horizontal (el:l:lf.) magnetic fields on. a profile 
� tbe center. of a � trail:smitter loop. . . · 
plication in mineral �ploration and i11- mapping of frac­
tmes and·� .zones. 
(b) Well-defiDed soumiing plotting point.L,... The 
behaVior of induced eddy cuxrents and. tile resulting be­
lmvior of the �daiy magnetic fields in b.orizonrally­
layered media ate well � (Kaufman and .K.eller,; 
1983; Ward liPd Hohmann. 1988). They show a� 
distnDution diffusing downWard and outward from the 
source. For nongtoimded. squat�:,.loop tta:tumUttc:rs c.ur­
rents are symmeuically distributed · about the center,. 
Therefore. the ceJlter is a well4fined plotting point. 
In tbe g!:OUIIdcd-liDi:: amry or lOop-loop �y the entire 
�on between tranSJDJtter and �vet is expected ro 
mtluence the measurementS. although subsurface con­
ditions near the receiver may have a larger influenee on 
� xneasute4. the cotreet plotting point of a � is 
not well defD].ed. Some place the plo�g peint beiow 
the receiver (Keller e; � •• 1984) ang others midway be-
. �;. 
tw� the transmitter and receiver <Rabinovich and Sur­
kov. 1978). This same situation prevails in loop-loop ar­
rays. In frequency..damain loop-loop arrays the tilidpoint 
of the arraY has traditionally been � as the plotting 
point 
. 
(c) Vertical resoludon • ......:gaonnan and Kcl1er (1983) 
show that (1) the asymptOtic behavior of emf: at late. time. 
is given by 
. �s11 r:TJI1 M,l'll_�; 
== = 41f'11 r''Z. 
Vlilere 
t = time after cuxrent tilrtl-off. 
0' = conductivity of �orm half�sPat:e. 
(.I. = magnetic suscepu'bility. 
M, =moment of tranSmitter, 
MR = q�on:tent Of receiver; 
m 
3 
• 
4 
and (2) that this asymptotic expression descn"bes the emf 
over the time range given by; 
where 
T 
-> 16 
R ' 
. ft;-rr"t TIS ..,.......,., 
IJ.o<T 
(2) 
Figure 3 is a aomo� shOwing the oaset of ·� stage,. 
behaviqr (T/R > 16), as a function of resistiVitY, aaq. 
time at several values of R. Also shown on Figure 3 ate 
the time ranges of measurement for the tbree systems 
used in the case histories. In centtalloop soundings typ­
ical values of R are b�tween 15 m and 250 liJ, 5o tbat 
over a large time range of measurements emf, is pro­
porrioaal. to rfJil. This high sensitivity of the quantity 
measured (emfJ to the geoelectric section o� results 
in a. reduced range of cquivalcnc;c for certain sc:ctiuw; 
compared to other electrical and electromagnetic tech­
niques (Fi'tremlan et al., 1988). 
1 
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:Equipment 
The Oeonics EM-47, EM-37 or EM-42 were tlsCd in 
acquiring the data fer � thtee case histories. All t:bn:e 
sets of equipment iJSe the cmr=t waveform � 
in Figure 4, �g of equal periods of time-o� and 
time-off. Figure s illus'li'3a:S the @!erence in data ac­
quisition between the :I;M.-47 and EM-37, and the EM-
42. In the EM-47 · aacl EM•37 an analog stack is per­
formed, and after .completion of the �raclcing and A/D 
conversion, the data are stmed in solid � memory. 
Nomlally,. at the completion of a survey day, d!c d$a 
are transfered to a COJl1puter for data processing, plot.,. 
ting, and interpretation. During field operations no real­
tiz:Qe processing is available. Minimum detectable signal 
in typical. urban. ambient-noise environments is 10""' VI 
A-mz (nom:ialiZed by �t in transmitter loop, and ef'­
fective area of recclver cOil). 
In the :I;M-42 the transient is sampled at 400 IJ.S in­
terVals, and these samples are digitally stored on 1/2-
inch, 9-track rape. ..Smart stack:ing" is applied ro the 
data in real time. The minimum detectable signal with 
/?7 
·J'xror .. 
1 I . 1 
10 -e to-5 to-• 10-3 to-2 
TIME(s) 
Fro. 3. Nomograph showipg onset of late stage behavior for central-loop may a:s a function of time and te,5istivity of tmifonn 
half-spac.e. 
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Data Acquisition 
Recording transient decays with central loop sound­
ings n:quireS a large dynamic rmme. because �. de­
cays as t-jfZ, as showli In equation (1). This large dy­
namic range is often ob� by acquirilig a <1ata set in 
segments using different combinations of base frequen­
cies. gainS. and air coil receivers. M example of such 
a data set is given in Figure 6. The early time part of . 
the curve was acquired at a base frequency of 3 Hz. 
100 m2 air coil and EM•37 receiver; the later time sec­
tion was recorded With the EM42 reCeiver, a 10 000 r:ri 
air CQil aJid a� frequency ofO.o75 Hz. \Vhen die 
10 000 m1 coil is )lSed. tb.e early time segment of tbis 
curve is purposely� It is common to collect data . 
sets at two reCeiver polarities, various gain settings, base 
frequencies, azul witb.receiver coils of different effectiVe· 
areas. These various data sets are combined in one tran­
sient-decay curve that is subsequently entered into in­
version routines. 
I 
l 
� IU 
..- 100ma Racal.-er Coil 
3"&. :sa.. f'r�n�U•ncy 
1�, '\ - 10,000- Fiac:el.-.,. Coil 0�075 .Hz. Elan Ftll<l!laiiiOY 
��·· 
1o""-
/lmll llus 
gs� CMiflfiHce I./IIIII 
,.�'�------�------�--------��----�--------. �o-• _to ... � 1it. � 
TIME(sl 
F!G. 6. :Emf, ri1eas1ued in center of SOO ID by SOO m rtai:iS.,. 
mitter loop. 
' ·  
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Definition of Appatent Resistivity 
All ele¢tricnl and electromagnetic methods commonly 
traiiSfotm tile voltages or emf's measured into apparent 
resjstiVines. In TDEM several definitions of appaJ:1:nt re­
SiStiVity are· in � (Kaufman and Keller, 1983; Golci­
�. 19��) and the merits and pitfalls of tile various 
definitions have been. reyiewed in Spies and Eggers 
(1986). These pitfalls are often avoided by (1) integrat­
ing inversions with available geologic data. and (2) us­
ing aib� Qf (Qrw�-!Ilodei curves for J¥.St.o,gu,Css so­
l:nl:i.ons. tp aU the case hiStories late-stage (Kau:finan and 
Keller, 1983) apparent resistiVity cur1es are used. Two 
reasons for that selection. were ( 1) over a large range of 
lime late-stage behavior is observed in cennal�loop 
soundings. and (2) �ve vol� of Jat.e�e mpdel 
curves (Golgman �d Rabinovich, 1974) are available. 
Data lilter'pretation 
All the examples shown in. the c:ise histories were in­
terpreted by one-dimensional (I�D) inversions of the data 
u5ing a ri4ge�regj:ession inversion program (ARRn, :rn,. 
tetpex Ltd, 1985). The input for the program are the 
emfs measured in various time gates. certain equipment 
and survey par.unerers (�it;f:r loop �. �t; ramp 
tinl..e. receiver cbil effective area), and number of Iayen 
to be used in the inversion. Also, an initial solution is 
.entered. Goldman (1988) c;iisC1JSsed the depende.nce of 
inversi()n rg\J:r;ip,es on tl$ m.t guess. To II#.tigate con­
vetgen¢ t� unrealistic solutions. first guesses are made 
to conespond with known geologic conditions. and de­
pending o.n the quality of available geologic infol'11Ultion, 
certain patame=s in a �eCtri� section:may be ,fiXc;d 
at specific vaJ�. e.g., as observed in botehole logs. 
In TDEM soundings there is merit in carefully con­
sidering inversion errox:s � elif1h � g�. bec3Jlse eaeh 
section ofthe ¢UrVe is often. diagnostic of a certain deptb 
sectiOn (KaMman and Keller,. 1983;. Raiche and Gal­
lagher, 1985). This can be illustrated by a cennalloop 
TDEM sounding �tb a ?00 m by 500 I1l transmitter loop 
o"ler 11 Tcxi:iaxy valley fill � Nevada. Figum 1b -,shows 
the late-stage, apparent resistivity curve and Figure 7a 
two 1-0 inversions for this sounding. The difference be­
tween the. two. inversions .is .the absence of a resistive 
layer (basalt f!ow) in seetion 1, a:nd !ts presence in sec­
tion 4· Figttre,7c shOws the eiT01' between the measured 
data and the two inversions. The incre3Sed error over the 
early time .range sugg�ed inserting an additional layer 
into the inversion. The existence of this re5istive l�yer 
has been confirmed by �g. 
8 H� and :Blohm 
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Validity of One-Dbnensional Interpretation 
Tb,e complexity of evaluating the �uenee of :z..:n and 
3-D structures of IDEM data is often cited as a disad­
vantage (Gol�. 1988). Indeed. cu:m:ntly, computa­
tj.()fJ..s of 2-D and 3-D structureS require co�putations that 
cannot be economically and practically applied in rou­
tine exploration pr<>grams. From the 2-D and 3-D com­
putati()Ils (Newman et al., 1987) thal bave bec:n pub­
lished. important conclusions can .be derived about the 
validity of 1-D intexpretatj.ons in the presence of 2-D and 
3-D structures. For example, Newq;um ct al. (1987) 
computed the response over � re�istive and conductive 
3-D structure buried in a layered half-space itt a depth 
of about 300 �· They reached the c:onclusion that· 1-D 
inverSions· ga:ve good estimates of the depth of bUrial of 
the 3-D structure, but unreliable depth extent and resis­
tivities of the 3-D body.· They used relatively large trans­
mitter loops (1000 m by 1000 m) compared to explo­
ration depth (1000 m) in their computations. 
Drill-hole control is seldom sufficient to evaluate thor­
ougbly th� influence of2-D and 3-D structures� a data 
set. Our experience. based on several thousand solind� 
ings with transmitter loop dimensions varymg frog130 ni 
by 30 m to 500 m by 500 m. is that 1-D interpretations 
yield good depth interpretatiollS in Ule vast majority of 
work unclerta.ken. Nevertheless, practical algorithms for 
data interpretation in the presence of 2-D and 3-D struc­
tures is an important need in 'I'D� soundings. Some 
efforts in that direction are promising (James, 1988). 
Case Histories 
Case History-High Level Nuclear Waste 
RepoSitory Siting 
The storage panels of the W a:ste Isolation Pilot Plant 
(WIPP) near Carlsbafi. New Mexico are being mined in 
the bedded salts of the S$do formarioJ;J. at a depth of 
about 600 m below ground surface. Underlying the Sa­
lado formation is the Castile fonnation, which is com­
posed prpnarily of anhydrite and halite. It is kno\Yllfrom 
· oil and gas drilling that the Bell Canyon formation, un­
derlying the Castile foriilation. can contain brines (Bar� 
rows et al. , 1982). 
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The concept for placing �- liigh level nuclear � 
(HI. W) repository �-bedded salts at 600 m is to expl9it 
tbe low hydraUlic  of overlylgg bedded salts. 
aud underlying illlhych:it= zm4 �tes. However, in the 
general vicinity of � �ew MexiccJ. drill b.Q.l!;S 
encountered � brine reservoirs a,t deprlls be­
tween 730 m and <) 1.5 m in the Castille f'o.$ati0n (Reg­
ister, 1981). The objective ofTDEM surveys was'to map 
tb&: depth offitst � of brine over tbe waste 5t0r-
.age pam:ls and �tiilding m:a. . 
A 'lt):EM 5urvey was conducted on a SOO m grid using 
c:entra1 loop TDEM soundings . over tbe waste storage 
panels and at selected �hole I.Oc:mons. The � 
)'P;� lOQp dl:menslons employed were !00 m by .soo .m 
� the T.PEM. equipment used w� t!le GeoDics EM-42. 
Figure 8b shows _two apparent resistivity curves lo­
cated Wi� l.SO ID. of two drill halo �=�· Wl:]?P 
#12. and DOE #.1. 1:be resistivity layering deriVed froiD 
1-0 �versions fotihese two sollJldiJ!gs is given in Ftgme 
�a., aDd FigW:e 8c shows a lithologic log common ro 
WIPP #12 and DOE #1. 1':!1 the drilling of WIPP #:12. 
"Jrines were encountered � a depth of850 m, and in drill · 
101e DOE #= 1 ao i:IJ:iJ:tes were encountered to total depth 
('TD � 900 W.). The: depth of fiLrt o��- .oi brl:lic 
obSetv'ed in WIPP #12 is in excellent �t with 
tbe depth of tbe low resistivity layer d!:rive4 fro111 the 
1...0 � o1 tbe adjacem: mEM munding. Depth 
of oc:em:rence of the low resistivity layer derived from 
tbe TDEM inversion ceardrill hole DOE #1 is at 1200 m. 
some 300 m. below TD; and. at a dep'dl �on4ing 
to � :r;sen Canyon formarion. 
t'be l•D invemons ofTDEM soundings over tbe waste 
stoxage panels showed fiist depth of� of brine 
below 1050 m.. This depth generally c:om:spond.S to tbe 
Bell Canyon f�. �. � h-0 �of 
tbe � cif ��of brine were consisn:m wiih 
a.Vallabl.c ground �th. A aiajor conccm �- tbc: 
arinimnm dimensions of brine Oc:cummceS deteaable With 
centtaUoop soundings. This prdbl� is being add;essed. 
by 2-0· � 3-0 forwazd IDOcfei.iDg. . 
There are severul otber imponant objectivc:s in envi• 
-romnental geophysics for mapping depth o.f � oc:cu:r:• 
n:nc:es. of brine, sui:h as: 
(1) Siting in:jeC!ion zOne5 for oil field brines. and otbe:r 
liqUid waste injection wells. Regulations require 
, 
"' 
I 
10 
injection zones to have a concentration of dis­
solved solids greater than I 0 000 ppm and con­
fining zones must. separate US drinking water 
supplies (USDW) and injection zones (Federal 
Register, 1987). 
(2) MonitOring migration of wastes upward from in­
jection zones along fractures, abandoned wells, or 
faulty casings (Fittennan et al., 1986). 
Mapping Encroachment of Salt Water Into 
Fresh-Water Aquifers 
Intrusion of salt water in coastal aquiferS often has as 
its main cause excessive withdrawill of ground water. It 
has long been recognized that surface electrical or elec­
trQmagnetic methods can be effective in mapping fresh 
water .::_salt water interfaces (Flathe, 1964). Here, the 
Monterey Bay 
Hoekstra and Blohm 
application of IDEM surveys for this pUrpose is illus­
ttated by a case history from tile Salinas V a1Iey, CA (Mills 
et al., 1988). A schematic hydrogeologic cross-section 
of the study area is given in Figure 9. There ale fo� 
aquifer .zones (1) a perched aquifer in which the ground 
water is heavily conramin�c;d by fertil.Uadon, (2) a 
180 ft aquifer approximately 60 � thick in which salt 
water has inauded under about 15 000 acres, (3) a 400 ft 
aqt_1ifer in which salt.water intrUsion has been observed 
under about 6600 acres, and (4) a 900 ft aqUifer in which 
no salt-water intrusion has yet been observed. 
Thus, salt-water in�ion h_as progressed farthest in­
land into the 180 ft aquifer, so that to map water quality 
in the 400 ft aquifer requires exploration through a 
180 ft aquifer c;ontaining high concentrations of dis­
solVed solids·. Thi� infonnation was used in designing 
the survey. To map Salt-water en_��ent in the i80 ft 
aquifer 100 m by 100 m trailslllj�g loops were em-
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Tim� Eledroouiglleiic SoundingS 
played. These tra,DSmitting loop dimensions providect 
SlJ:filcient field strength to derive the resistivity variatio11 
in � 180 ft aquifer. Larger transmitting loop dimen­
sions (200 m by 200 m) were employed for exploration 
in the 400 ft aquifer. Approximately 100 stations were 
measuted-
� 
A �series of four late-stage apparent-resistivity curves 
along cross-section ·B-l3' (Figme 12) a:re shown on Fig­
me 10 along with ��c �oliS derived from r-o 
invetsiODs. Ftgme 11 shows the geoelectric section de­
rived from TD� soundings along profile B•B'. In the 
180 .ft aquifer the resistivity gradually in�es inland 
from 1.5 0 ·m (station L24/3) to 18 .!l · m ($tation LlO/ 
1). In tl;1e 400-ft �er tbc: resistivitY �d from. 
6.0 n . m to in exce_ss of 20 n . m. 
I_nfoanati.on from ®JD:itoring wells maintained by rhe 
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DiStrict was used to. help constrain the number of laycs 
used for the invemons �of the WEM data. and to cor­
� formation reSistiVities Widl .valent chloride 
eoncenttalion. Com:lation of f0$lation resistivities With 
cblOtide concenttation showed that a re$stivU:y of ap­
proximarely 8 n; m corresponds to a soo ppm chlor\de 
concem:ratlon. Figure 12.shows the smface.projection of 
� .,-oo ppm isOc:Jl.lor ·contOurs ca n · m fo,ttnatio11 reSi$­
tiwy) 4J. the tso ft and 400 ft aqUifers, The soo mn 
isochlor, based on monitming wens. iS alSo ·shoWJ:t. There 
is mme deta:D. in the comouxs lk.dvc:d from the TDEM 
surveys mainly bec::uiSe of the higher station density. 
These. types of WEM 51D'Veys have now been per­
formeri in sevetiij.a:reas of Florida (Steward and Gay, 
1981), Massachusetts (Flttemlan ami Hoekst::J:a. 1_98�); 
C@fomia (Mills et al., 1988), and Ne..v Yod:c. Important 
adVantages of IDEM soundings in �ese surveys� are: 
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Fro, 12-. Comp¢son of position of 500 ppm isochlor in 180 
ft � 400 ft aquifers derived from monitorilig wells and 1DEM 
sOundings. 
( 1) Coastal areas are often urbmrlzed and limited space 
is available for measurements. TDEM measure­
ments were ()fteJ1 made in available open spaceS 
such as high scl;tool athletic fields and parks. 
(2) Ambient electric31 noise (e.g., powerlines and ra­
dio stations) is high in developed areas. The signal_ 
stacking used in TDEM has proven an effective 
way for recovering signal from noise. 
The utility of IDEM surveys for water management 
plans are in (1) providing oprim.UII1 location for place.-
ment of monitoring and production wells. (2) determin­
ing depth of complc:tion of such wells, (3) interpolating 
the position of the fresh water.,-s�e water interface be­
tween wells, and (4) monitoring the movement of the 
interface over time. Geophysical stations can be J;Qoved 
:from ye_ar to y�. while monitoring wells lose some of 
their ilsefulneS$ o:g.ce the fresh w�-sa1ine water inter­
face has migrated past their locations. 
Shallow TDEM Surveys 
Important exploration objectives for shallow ( < 50 m) 
electricat exploration in enyirolimerital geophySics are 
mapping continuity of oon:fining layers, such as clay 
lenses; 
mapping the presence of contaminants (e.g., origi­
nating fi'Qm brine pon¢;) and pathways for migration 
of COJ1tiJmina_nts, such as fractures and shear zones; 
correlating hydraulic tr-ansmissivi�es to eJ.ectriclll 
oonductance (e.g., Hun:tley, 1986). 
The geophysical methodologies applied to these ex­
ploration problems have mainly been de resistiVity 
soundings (e.g: •. :gv8IJS et al., 1982) and �uency"<lo­
main electro:QJagnetic conQ.uctivity profiling (e.g., 
McNeill, 1982). With the recent availability of a IDE_M 
system (Geonics EM-47) for shallow exploration, s�e 
of these objectives are now within the explora:tion depth 
range of IDEM. An example of shallow central-loop 
soundings with a prototype EM-47 is a survey over rei­
ati'vely W,n basalt flows near Golden, Colorado. 
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TUlle-domain EI�DiagJietic Sounding,. l3 
On North and SoUth Table Mountain in Golden. Col­
orado, lava flows overlie the Denver formation. Figure 
l3a shows • geologic sectiQn oj the apper 100 m on 
North Table MQUnt;ain (Wa!dsdniriQt. �939). Fxgme 13c 
shows an apparent resistivity curve  in the cen­
ter of a 30 m by 30 m transmjtter loop witb the EM-47 
� its 1-D inversioli. A peak curJ:eDt of 2 A was driven 
duough the lOOp. aJid the ramp �..Off (Figure 4a) was 
. 2.5 Ji.s. The � � gate was �.at 6.4 JI.S. and 
data were c:o� at base freq� of 300 Hz and 
30 Hz. The geoelec:tric sect:iol! de#ved from the 1-D ill­
version (Fs.gure 13b) shows good �t betWeen 
geologic boundaries and 1m:akS in resisJiviEy. 
For this geoelectric section and' for 30 m by 30 m 
�tter 19QPS (R = 15 m), late stage c:ommences at 
aboUt 10-s s (Figme 3), so tbat almost the enme mea­
SUR4 curve is iii 1�-stage. Also shown on F� l3c 
are forward modeled curVes with <iU'ferem tbicknesses of 
the upper· basalt flow, ·Wbile all other parameters· wem 
held �tanL Latge .changeS in the curves occur mainly 
Fro. 13. (a) Geo.logi(: section of Noah 
Table.MOii:iialin, Golden. CO; (b); and 
geoelectric seciion derived from 1-D 
inversion of centtalloop �. dara 
with 30 ll1 by 30 ll1 ��trer loop; 
(c) the IDeaSUied appare;nt resistivities 
are superi:mpQsed OJ:l· a series of for­
. ward model cu,rves in which the 
tbic�ess of the upper basalt layeJ:' is 
varied. 
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over the time range fro� w-s s to 10-3 s; the time range 
covered by EM-47 1Il�asure�ents. 
The conclusions from a number of conducted surveys 
is that the EM-47 can be empioyed in the depth ra,nge 
from 5 m to 75 m, depending somewhat on the gep­
electric section. Sfiice ll'allsminer loop dimensions of 
30 m by 30 m can be egiployed, survey productiVicy is 
high (30 to 50 stations per ¢ly), The 'IDEM EM41 
FO�S to be � effective methodology for elecaical 
mapping in environmental geophysics. particularly in ur­
ban areas where space is limited and ambient noise is 
high. 
Discussion 
Focusing on the use of TDEM methods in environ­
mental geophysics is such a narrow focus that there is a 
danger of overstating the utilitY of IDE..1vl. compared to 
other electric:al and electromagnetic measurement tech­
niques. Raiche et al. ( 1985) and Fitterman et al. (1988) 
show that the range of equivalence in so_IIle geoelectric 
sections CIJ.!l ii) principle be reduced by combined use of 
de resistiVitY and TDEM soundings. It is, therefore, im­
portant to note that the exploration objective in all three 
case histories consisted of de� g depth to a con­
ductive stramm, objectives optimally suited for electro­
mllglletic'�chniques. TDEM surveys and other electro­
iwigncti(; techniques have limitations for dctccting � 
resistive strata, and such limitatjons are readily evalu.,. 
ated by forward model�g. 
One advantage of TDEM .not evident from forward 
modeling computations is the absence of scatter in the 
data. The data scatter frequently observed in de resistiv­
ity soundings. and distant source techniques (controlled 
source a,qcijpq1ag0etOtelhuic, audiomagnetotelluric, and 
magnetOtelluric methods) are often due to lateral varia­
tion in resistivity and measurement of tile electJ:ic field. 
The scatter is reduced in ceJ;tttalloop TDEM soundings 
mainly becau� of the short soutce/receiver separation 
and.m�l,ll"eiD,ent of the time derivative of magnetic fields. 
The apparent resistivity curves sl:wwn in the5e inv�:;sd� 
gations are typical of a large J:l"Q,x;nber of station_s. No 
smoothing ofthe data is perforiiJ.ed before inversions, 
The rcc_ent availability of n sha.ilow TDEM system for 
the explor:uion depth range from S m to 75 m makes 
this teclmiql1e sUitable for such environmental studies as 
well-site protection prqgrams. and mapping plumes of 
ground-water contamination. Contamination plumes are 
often confined to narrow zones, and the high lateral res­
olution pos�ible with shallow cent:ralloop ':rbEM sound .. 
ings allows definition of both tbe la�eral a:nd vertfcal ex� 
tent of such plumes. 
Hoekstra a:nd Blohm 
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APPENDIXB 
SOUNDING CURVES, DATA PRINTOUTS AND 
GPS COORDINATES FOR TDEM SOUNDINGS 
Blackhawk Project Number: 5038 
Prepared For: 
KULA 1800 INVESTMENT PARTNERS, LLC 
-·------------------
Table 3•2 ' 
.GPS Coodinates for TDEM Soundings (Degrees, Minutes, Seconds) 
Kula 1800 Property, Maui County, Hawaii 
' 
LocatiC>n ID : Latitude (N) Longitude (W) Elev (,ft) Elev (M) UTM (Meters) (N' l:JTM (Meters)(E) Comments 
Lir:�e 1 K-1 ::2047 29.5 156 21 5t1 11300 396.2 2301317.2 774387:6 Center of transmitter loop 
Line 1 N. Corner K-1 . 20 4·7 37.0 M6 21 51i.2 2301547.9 774381 N. Corner of K-tlbop, 100ft south of fence 
Line 1 K-2 2047 1!5.5 1i56 2114.0 1'650. 502:9 2300904 775468.1 Center of transmitter loop 
Line 1 N. Corner K-2 20 47 22:6 1i56 2113.3 . 2301122.8 775484.7 N. Corner of K-2 loap; 100 ft south offence 
Line 2 K-3 20 4628.7 1i56 22 09.7 1'300 396.2 2299437.8 773879.9 Center of transmitter loop 
Line2 S.W. Corner K-3 20 46 27.9 156 22 18.2 2299409.2 773634.4 :S.W. Corner: of K-3 loop, alang dirt road 
Line 2 K-4 2046 25.0 156 21 49.8 1500 457.2 2299333.4 774457.6 : :center oftransmitter loop 
Line 2 S.E. Corner K-4 20 46 20.2 156 21 43.9 2299188.5 774630.7 · S.E. Corner of K-4 ·loop, along ·dirt road 
Line 2 K-5 20 46 03.9 156 21 30.5 1680 512.1 2298693.3 775026.7 Center of transmitter .loop 
Line 2 E. Corner K-5 20 46 03.4 15621 22.8 2298681.6 775249.8 E. Corner of K-5 loop, 150 ft sowth of dirt road 
Line 2 K-6 20 46 25..7 156 21 10.9. 1700 518.2 . 2299373.3 775582�9 Center oftransmitter 'loop 
Line 2 S. Corner K-6 20 46 18] 156 21 09.3 :22991:58.7 7756.32.7 S. Carmer of K-6 loop, 200 ft west of powerline 
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:K-1 ---------- � --------- PAGE 1 
DATA SET: K-::1,. 
CLIENT: Pacific Rim Land, Inc. DATE: 05-02-06 
LOCATION: Maui, Hawaii 
COtfNTY: Maui 
SOUNDING: 1 
PROJECT: Kula 1800 TDEM Survey 
LOOP SIZE: 305.000 m by jOS.OOO m 
ELEVATION: 396.20 m 
EQUIPMENT: Geonics PROTEM 
AZIMUTH: 
COIL LOC: 0. 000 m (X), 0. 000 m (Y) 
SOUNDING COORDINATES: E: 1.0000 N: 
TIME CONSTANT: NONE 
1.0000 SLOPE: NONE 
Central Loop Configuration 
Geonics PROTEM System 
FITTING ERROR: 1.162 PERCENT 
L # RESISTIVITY 
(ohm-m) 
THICKNESS 
(meters) 
ELEVATION CONDUCTANCE 
(meters) [.ff7 (Siemens) 
1 73.58 
2 449.3 
3 8.99 
ALL PARAMETERS ARE FREE 
27.66 
337.0 
396.2 
368.5 
31.51 
PARAMETER BOUNDS FROM EQUIVALENCE ANALYSIS 
LAYER MINIMUM. 
RHO 1 61.584 
2 419.318 
3 8.610 
THICK 1 21.154 
2 332.780 
DEPTH 1 21.154 
2 362.739 
CURRENT: 14.00 AMPS 
FRE.QTJENCY: 
No. TIME 
(ms) 
3.00 Hz 
BEST MAXIMUM 
73.582 81.883 
449.374 485.590 
8.992 9.433 
27.669 32.078 
337.015 344.844 
27.669 32.078 
364.68.4 366.068 
EM -" 58 COIL AREA: 
GAIN: 6 RAMP TIME: 
em:f (nV /m sqrd) 
DATA SYNTHETIC 
* Blackhawk Geometries, Inc. 
/3D�.D 
,,.,,,  
/D3/( 
0.376 
0.749 
100.00 sq m. 
150.00 muSEC 
* 
DIFFERENCE 
(percent) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
K-1 -------------------- PAGE 2 
No. ·TIME emf (nV /m sqrd) · DIFFERENCE 
(ms) DATA SYNTHET IC (percent) 
1 0.881 155.7 158.5 -1.74 
2 1.06 124.2 124.4 -0.0873 
3 1. 31 97.35 97.10 0.262 
4 1.61 76.10 76.37 �0.346 
5 2.00 59.09 59.77 -1.14 
6 2.50 45.68 45.93 -0.550 
7 3.14 34.39 34.85 -1,33 
8 3.95 25.62 26.05 "-1.68 
� 
4.99 18.90 19.08 -0.948 
10 6.31 13.93 13.79 1.01 
11 7.99 9.75 9.74 0.0545 
12 10.14 6.91 6.77 2.09 
CURRENT: 14.00 AMPS EM-58 COIL AREA: 100.00 sq m. 
FREQUENCY: 30.00 Hz GAIN: 3 RAMP TIME: 150.00 muSEC 
No. TIME emf (nV/m sqrd) DIFFERENCE 
(ms) DATA SYNTHETIC (percent) 
13 0.0881 30380.5 30531.8 -0.497 
14 0.106 20460.5 20356.7 0.507 
15 0.131 12924.6 12870.6 0.417 
16 0.161 7827.9 7828.0 -9. 980E-04 
17 0.200 4567.8 4559.0 0.191 
18 0.250 2551.9 2546.6 0.210 
19 0.314 1372.9 1378.4 -0.398 
20 0.395 747.7 760.6 -1.72 
21 0.499 425.8 428.1 -0.545 
22 0.631 267.9 262.7 1. 94 
23 0.799 176.7 172.8 2.22 
24 1. 01 123.7 123.6 0.0570 
25 1.28 92.80 90.84 ;2.11 
PARAMETER RESOI.,.tJTION MATRIX: 
"F" INDICATES FIXED PARAMETER 
p 1 0.80 
p 2 0.06 0.76 
p 3 0.03 -0.07 0.88 
T 1 -0.20 -0.08 0.00 0.69 
T 2 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.03 1. oo 
p 1 p 2 p 3 T 1 T 2 
* Blackhawk Geometries, Inc. * 
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-------------------- K� 2 
DATA SET: K-2 
CLIENT: Pacific Rim Land, Inc 
LOCATION: Maui, Hawaii 
COUNTY: Maui 
PROJECT: Kula 1800 TDEM Survey 
-- '- -------- '-""' -- :.o.. - ___ PAGE 1 
DATE : 0 5 - 0 2 - 0 6 
SOUNDING: 2 
LOOP SIZE: 305.000 m by 305.000 m 
ELEVATION: 502.90 m 
EQUIPMENT: Geonics PROTEM 
AZIMUTH: 
COIL LOC: 0.000 m (X), 0.000 rn: (Y) 
SOUNDING COORDINATES: E: 2. 0000 N: 
TIME CONSTANT: NONE 
1.0000 SLOPE: NONE 
Central Loop Con£iguration 
Geonics PROT�M System 
FITTING ERROR: 2.844 PERCENT 
L # RESISTIVITY 
( ohtn-'tn) 
THICKNESS 
(meters) 
ELEVATION ) CONDUCTANCE 
(meters) (.f+ (Siemens) 
1 131.1 
� 1$6.9 
3 10.7� 
ALL PARAMETERS ARE FREE 
45.73 
240.2 
502.8 
457.1 
216.9 
PA.RJ\ivfETER BOUNDS FROM EQUIVALENCE ANALYSIS 
LAYER MINIMUM 
RHO 1 116.261 
2 145.660 
3 9.897 
THICK 1 33.754 
2 221.408 
DEPTH 1 33,754 
2 283.338 
CURRENT: 14.00 AMPS 
FREQUENCY: 
NQ. TIME 
(ms) 
3.00 Hz 
BEST MAXIMuM 
131.152 144.519 
156.963 168.899 
10.792 11.725 
45.732 96.580 
240.268 255.363 
45.732 66.580 
286.000 2$9.698 
EM-58 COIL AREA: 
GAIN: 5 RAMP TIME: 
emf (nV/m sqrd) 
DATA SYNTHETIC 
* Blackhawk Geometries, Inc. 
\ 
1'50-D 
1'/'11., 
111., 
0.348 
1. 53 
100.00 sq rn. 
150.00 muSEC 
* 
DIFFERENCE 
(percent) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
:K�2 -------------------- PAGE 2 
No. TIME emf (nV/m sqrd) DIFFERENCE 
(ms) DATA SYNTHETIC (pe:r:cent) 
1 0:881 361.5 385.6 -6.67 
2 1.06 289.1 289.2 -0.0125 
3 ·. 1. 31 214.1 216.7 -1.24 
4 1. 6.1 161.2 162.6 -0.830 
� 2.00 119,5 121.3 -1.48 
6 2.50 88.68 88.94 -'0.295 
· 7  3.14 63.68 64.23 -0.871 
8 3.95 45.04 45.65 -1 .. 35 
9 4 .99 31.57 31.85 -0.874 
10 6.31 22.51 21.86 2.90 
J_J_ 7.99 14.62 14 .,72 -0.710 
CURRENT: l4.00 AMPS EM - 58 COIL AREA: 100.00 sq m. 
FREQUENCY: 30.00 Hz GAIN: 2 RAMP TIME: 150.00 muSEC 
No. TIME. emf (nV/m sqrd) DIFFERENCE 
(rns) DATA SYNTHETIC (percent) 
12 0.0881 34210.8 35404.6 -3, 48 
13 0.106 25605.8 25824.8 -0.855 
14 0.131 18271.7 17982.9 1. 58 
15 0�1.61 12346;3 12095.3 2.03 
16 0.200 8083.3 7827.6 3.16 
17 0.250 5003.8 4849.7 3.08 
18 0.314 2840.0 2919.8 -2.80 
19 0.395 1694.0 1743.9 -2.94 
20 0.499 1042.4 1054.1 -1.12 
21 0.631 672.9 662.5 1. 54 
22 0.799 435.2 436.7 -0.349 
23 1.01 306.4 299.0 2.38 
24 1.28 228.0 210.3 7.73 
PARAMETER RESOLUTION MA'!'R,IX: 
"F" INDICATES FIXED PARAMETER 
p 1 0.89 
p 2 0,06 0.95 
p 3 0.02 -0,03 0.93 
T 1 -0.13 �0.01 �0.03 0.08 
T 2 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.18 0.96 
p 1 p 2 p 3 T 1 T 2 
* Blackhawk Geometries, Inc. * 
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K-3 -------------------- PAGE 1 
DATA SET: K-3 
DATE: 05"' OJ �06 CLIEN'T: Pacific Rim Land; Inc 
LOCATION: Maui,- Hawaii SOUNDING: � 
COUNTY: Maui 
PROJECT: Kula 1800 TDEM Survey 
LOOP SIZE: 305.000 m by 305.000 m 
ELEVATION: 396. 2 0  rn 
EQUIPMENT: Geonics PROTEM 
AZIMUTH: 
COIL LOC: o. 000 m (.X), o. ooo m (Y) 
SOUNDING COORDINATES.: E: 3, 0000 N: 
TIME CONSTANT: NONE 
2.0000 SLOPE: NONE 
Central Loop Configuration 
Geonics PROTEM System 
FITTING ERROR: 4.907 PERCENT 
L # 
1 
2 
3 
RESISTIVITY 
(ohm-m) 
101.0 
1497.4 
2.48 
THICKNESS 
(meters) 
57.53 
386.1 
ELEVATION 
(meters) 
396.2 
338.6 
�47.48 
ALL PARAMETERS ARE fREE 
PARAMETER BOUNDS FROM EQUIVALENCE ANALYSIS 
LAYER MINIMUM BEST MAXIMUM 
RHO 1 83.359 101.001 120.753 
2 1087.905 1497.484 2887.746 
3 1. 69 7 2.484 3.195 
THICK 1 44.618 57.534 74.377 
2 357.580 386.150 404.03 3  
DEPTH 1 44.618 57.534 74.377 
2 430.64 7  443.684 452.089 
CURRENT: 14.00 AMPS EM-58 COIL AREA: 
FREQUENCY: 
No. TIME 
(ms) 
* 
3.00 Hz GAIN: 7 RAMP TtME: 
emf (nV/m sqrd) 
PATA SYNTHETIC 
Blackhawk Geometries, Inc. 
(ft) 
/3Db.O 
lllb.1 
. -ISS.? 
CONDUCTANCE 
(Siemens) 
0.569 
0.257 
100.00 sq m. 
155,00 mu.SE:c 
* 
DIFFERENCE 
(percent) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
K-3 -��--�-------------- PAGE 2 
No. TIME emf (nV /m sqrd) DIFFERENCE 
(ms) DATA SYNTHETIC (percent) 
1 0. 881 60.24 65.92 -9.43 
2 1.06 47.32 4 9.09 -3.74 
3 1. 31 38.95 38.5 9 0.912 
4 1. 61 32.79 32.02 2. 36 
5 2.00 27.58 26.41 4.2:,i 
6 2.50 22.75 21. 90 3.71 
7 3. 14 18.54 17. 9 9  2.9 9 
8 3 .95 14 . 94 14.65 1. 94 
9 4 . 9 9  11.73 . 11.7 9 -0.514 
10 6.31 9.07 9.38 -3 , 4 7 
11 7.9 9 6.88 7.36 � 6 . 89 
CURRENT: 14.00 AMPS EM-58 COIL AREA: 100.00 sq m. 
FREQUENCY: 30.00 Hz GAIN: 3 RAMP TJ:ME: 155.00 muSEC 
No. TIME emf (nV/m sqrd) DIFFERENCE 
(ms) DATA SYNTHETIC (percent) 
12 0.0881 2 9802.3 32516.2 - 9.10 
13 0.106 20664.0 21670.9 -4.87 
14 0.-131 13443.6 13518. 9 -0.560 
15 0.161 828 ;2 , 1 8038.1 2.94 
16 0.200 4804.5 4544.3 5.41 
17 0.250 2 571.6 23 98.5 6 . 7 2 
18 0.314 1276.5 1204.4 5.64 
1 9  0.395 590. 9 573.0 3.02 
20 0.499 263.4 270. 9 
- 2.85 
21 0.631 123.3 131.4 -6.55 
22 0.7 9 9  67.85 10. 97 - 4. 5 9 
23 1. 01 4 5. 57 4 5.77 - 0 . 4:33 
24 1.28 34.56 32.25 6.68 
P}ill.AMETER RESOLUTION MATRIX: 
nFi' :u:·tD::J:CATES FIXED PARAMETER 
p 1 0.8 9 
p 2 -0.03 0.09 
p 3 0.08 -0.08 0.47 
T ], -0.15 -0.15 0 .  12 0.79 
T 2 0.03 0.02 -0.06 0.04 0.99 
p 1 p 2 p 3 T 1 T 2 
* Blackhawk Geometries, Inc. * 
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K-4 --- - ------------ - - � - PAGE 1 
DATA SET: K-�4 
DATE: 05-03-06 C�IENT: Pacific Rim Landi the 
LOCATION: Maui, Hawaii SOUNDING: 4 
COUNTY: Maui 
PROJECT: Kula 1800 TD EM Survey 
LOOP SIZE: 305.000 m by 305.000 m 
ELEVATION: 457.20 m 
EQUIPMENT: Geonj_cs PROTEM 
AZIMUTH: 
COIL LOC: 0. 000 m (X), 0. 000 m (Y) 
SOUNDING COORDINATES: E: 4. 0000 N: 
TIME CONSTANT: NONE 
2.0000 SLOPE: NONE 
Central Loop Configuration 
Geonics PROTEM System 
FITTING ERROR: 4.927 PERCENT 
L # RESISTIVITY 
(ohm-m) 
1 129.9 
2 1478.2 
3 3.34 
THICKNESS 
(meters) 
78.77 
423.9 
ELEVATION 
(meters) 
457.2 
378.4 
-45.51 
ALL PARAMETERS ARE FREE 
PARAMETER BOUNDS FROM EQUIVALENCE ANALYSIS 
LAYER MINIMUM BEST MAXIMUM 
RHO .1 112.077 129.920 150.974 
2 1087.256 1478.277 2566.990 
3 2.447 3.344 4.260 
Tf{ICI\ 1 62.671 78.778 100.383 
2. 393.205 423.936 444.401 
DEPTH 1 62.671 78.778 100.383 
2 491.925 502.714 512.150 
CURRENT: 14.00 AMPS EM - 58 COIL AREA: 
FREQUENCY: 
No. TIME 
(ms) 
* 
3.00 Hz QAJ;N: 7 RAMP TIME: 
emf (nV/m sqrd) 
DATA S YNTHETIC 
Blackhawk Geometrlcs, Inc. 
{f+) 
CONDUCTANCE 
(Siemens) 
tS«J.o 
12'/f.-1{ 
-1'11. 3 
0.606 
0.286 
100.00 sq m. 
150.00 muSEC 
* 
DIFFERENCE 
(percent) 
I 
I 
I 
--
K-4 
----------------�--- PAGE 2 
No. TIME emf (nV /m sqrd) DIFFERENCE 
(ms) DATA SYNTHETIC (percent) 
1 0.881 55.95. 60.07 -7.35 
2 1.06 40.14 40.30 -0.388 
3 J-.41 30.54 30.02 1.70 
4 1.61 24.32 23.75 2.34 
.:; 2.00 i9.76 19.26 2.52 
6 2.50 16.13 15.82 1. 91 
7 3.14 12.98 12.89 0.695 
8 3.95 10.54 10.43 1.10 . 
9 4.99 8.45 8.37 1. 02 
10 6.31 6.54 6.61 -1.11 
11 7.99 5.02 5.17 -2.98 
12 10.14 3.75 3.97 -::>.9§ 
CURRENT: 14.00 AMP$ EM - 58 COIL AREA: 100.00 sq m. 
FREQUENCY: 30.00 Hz GAIN: 3 RAMP TIME: 150.00 muSEC 
No. TIM� emf (nV /m sqrd) DIFFERENCE 
(ms) DATA SYNTHETIC (percent) 
13 0.0881 27161.1 30382.8 -11.86 
14 0.106 19573.3 20591.0 -5.19 
15 0.131 13221.6 1311.7.2 0.789 
16 0.161 8432.6 7999.2 5.13 
17 0.200 5020.4 4636.0 7.65 
18 0.250 2746.5 2521.5 8.19 
19 0.314 1380.5 1300.6 5.78 
20 0.395 645.1 633.5 1.80 
21 0.499 289.0 301.9 -A .46 
22 0.631 J-32.3 139.5 -5.39 
23 0.799 66.64 70.63 -5.98 
24 1. 01 38.96 39.35 -0.996 
25 1.28 27.15 25.80 4.99 
PARAMETER RESOLUTION MATRIX: 
,, f" INDICATES FIXED PARAMETER 
p :), 0.93 
p 2 -0.02 0.16 
p 3 0.05 �0.11 0.55 
T 1 -0.10 -0.14 0.08 0.84 
T 2 0 .. 02 0.02 -0.05 0.03 0.99 
p 1 p 2 p 3 T 1 T 2 
* Blackhawk Geometries, Inc. * 
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K-5 
DATA SET: K-5 
CLIENT: Pacific Rim Land, Inc 
LOCATION: Ma1.1.i, Hawaii 
COUNTY: Maui 
PROJECT: Kula 1800 TDEM Survey 
-------------------- PAGE 1 
DATE: 05-,04-,06 
SOUNDING·: 5 
ELEVATION: 512.10 m 
LOOP SIZE: 305.000 m by 305.000 m 
EQUIPMENT: Geonics PROTEM 
AZIMUTH: 
COIL LOC: 0.000 m (X), Q.OOD m (Y) 
SOUNDING COORDINATES: E: 5.0000 N: 
TIME CONSTANT: NONE 
2.0000 SLOPE: NONE 
Central Loop Configuration 
Geonics PROTEM System 
FITTING ERROR: 4.089 PERCENT 
L # RESISTIVITY 
(ohm-m) 
THICKNESS 
(meters) 
ELEVATION CONDUCTANCE 
(meters) Yf) (Siemens) 
1 149.9 
2 1535.0 
3 4. 68 
ALL PARAMETERS ARE FREE 
104.6 
440.7 
512.0 
407.4 
-33.27 
PARAMETER BOUNDS FROM EQUIVALENCE ANALYSIS 
LAYER MINIMUM BEST MAXIMUM 
RHO 1 132.399 149.942 164.602 
2 1068.038 1535.024 2795,230 
3 3.762 4.680 5.971 
THICK 1 84.051 104.644 . 124.374 
2 414.178 4.!1,0.731 466.098 
DEPTH 1 84.051 104.644 124.374 
2 538.552 545.375 554.224 
CURRENT: 14.00 AMPS El\1-58 COIL AREA: 
FREQUENCY: 
No. TIME 
(ms) 
* 
3.00 Hz GAIN: 6 RAMP TIME: 
emf (nV /m �;>qrd) 
DATA SYNTHETIC 
Blackhawk Geometries, Inc. 
,,,0,0 
/33'·' 
• /Of.2. 
0.697 
0.287 
100.00 sq rn. 
155.00 muSEC 
* 
DIFFERENCE 
(percent) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
K-5 ---�---------------- I?AGE 2 
No. TIME emf· (nV /m sqrd) 
(ms) DATA SYNTHET IC 
1 0.881 59.30 67.77 
2 1.06 41.88 41.89 
3 1. 31 29.53 28.67 
4 1.61 21.92 21.24 
5 2.00 17.14 16.64 
6 2,50 13.68 13.36 
7 3.14 10.52 10.73 
8 3.95 8.28 8.60 
9 4.99 6.56 6.80 
10 6.31 5.22 5.33 
1], 7.99 4.11 4.12 
12 10.14 3.18 3.13 
CURRENT: 14.00 AMPS EM-58 COIL AREA: 
FREQUENCY: 30.00 Hz GAIN: 3 RAMP TIME: 
No. TIME emf (nV/m sqrd) 
(ms) DATA 
13 0.0881 27925.7 
14 0.106 19968.7 
1.5 0.131 1:?436.2 
16 0.161 8608.4 
17 0.200 5237.5 
18 0.250 2974.0 
19 0.314 1589.1 
20 0.395 796.6 
21 0.499 374.5 
22 0.631 169.8 
2� 0.799 81.77 
24 1.01 43.99 
25 1.28 27.00 
PARAMETER RESOLUTION MATRIX: 
"F:'' I:N'biCATE::S FIXED PARAMETER 
p 1 0.95 
p 2 -0.03 0.09 
p 3 0.05 -0.08 0.54 
T l -0.08 -0.16 0.09 0.86 
T 2 6.62 0.04 -0.05 0.04 0.99 
P 1 P 2 P 3 T 1 T 2 
SYNTHE::TIC 
29417.6 
20442.1 
13413.7 
84:36.2 
5048.2 
2846.3 
1519.4 
769.5 
374.� 
174.7 
84.88 
43.17 
25.69 
* Blackhawk Geometries, Inc. 
DIFFERENCE 
(percent) 
-14.29 
-0.0367 
2.91 
3.13 
2.93 
2.34 
-2.01 
-3.79 
-3.68 
-2.09 
-0.160 
1. 71 
100.00 sq m. 
155.00 muSEC 
DIFFERENCE 
(percent) 
�5.34 
-2.37 
0.167 
1.99 
3.61 
4.29 
4.38 
3.39 
0.0538 
-2 . . 88 
-3.80 
1.86 
4.83 
*' 
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K-6 -------------------- PAGE 1 
DATA SET: K-6 
DATE: 05-05-06 CLIENT: Pacific Rim Land, Inc 
LOCATION: Maui, Hawaii SOUNDING: 6 
COUNTY: Maui 
PROJECT: Kula 1800 TDEM Survey 
LOOP S1Z�: JOS.OOO m by 305.000 m 
ELEVATION: 518.20 m 
EQUIPMENT: Geonics PROTEM 
AZIMUTH: 
COIL LOC : 0 . 0 0 b m (X) , 0 . b 0 0 m (Y) 
SOUNDING COORDINATES: E: 6.0000 N: 
TIME CONSTANT: NONE 
2.0000 SLOPE: NONE 
Central Loop Configuration 
Geonics PROTEM System 
F :J:'I'T I:NG ERROR : 1.540 PERCENT 
t. # 
1 
2 
3 
RESISTIVITY 
(ohm-m) 
162.6 
106.1 
335.7 
THICKNESS 
(meters) 
125.3 
252.7 
ELEVATION 
(meters) 
518.2 
392.8 
140.1 
ALL PARAMETERS ARE FREE 
�ARAMETER BOUNDS FROM EQUIVALENCE ANALYSIS 
LAYER MJN.IMUM BEST MAXIMUM 
RHO 1 156.475 162.664 179.079 
2 96.990 106 , 139 114.4 21 
3 231.445 335.715 536.151 
THICK 1 84.217 125.344 158.4;19 
2 186.418 252.730 3 26.124 
DEPTH 1 84. 217 125.344 158.419 
2 344.235 . 378.074 424.240 
CURRENT: 14.00 AMPS EM-58 COIL AREA: 
FREQUENCY: 
No. TIME 
(ms) 
* 
3.00 Hz GAIN: 7 RAMP TIME: 
emf (rtV/rn sqrd) 
DATA SYNTHETIC 
Blackhawk Geometric$, Inc. 
(Ff) 
1100.0 
1%.�8.1 
'If),,., 
CONDUCTANCE 
(Siemens) 
0. 770 
2.38 
100.00 sq rn. 
155.00 muSEC 
* 
DIFFERENCE 
(percent) 
--�--������---------
K-6 �-------""'"""�--""'"�----- PAGE 2 
No. TIME emf 
(ms) DATA 
1 0.881 465.4 
2 1.06 313.4 
3 1.31 193.6 
4 1.61 111.8 
5 2.00 65.20 
6 2.50 3 7 . 28 
7 3.14 21.03 
CURRENT: 14.00 AM.PS EM-58 
FREQUENCY: 30.00 Hz GAIN: 4 
No. TIME emf 
(ms) DATA 
8 0. . 0881 29463.4 
9 0.106 22274.3 
10 0.131 16243.6 
11 0.161 11576.9 
12 0.200 80 75.5 
13 0.250 ?484.8 
14 0.314 3689.0 
15 0.395 2415.7 
16 0 . .499 1516.1 
17 0. 631 966. 5 
18 0.799 580.8 
19 1.01 358.4 
20 1.28 201.5 
PARAMETER RESOLUTION MATRJ:X: 
"F" INDICATES FIXED PARAMETER 
p l. 0.99 
p 2 -0.01 0.96 
p 3 0.00 -6.03 0.22 
T 1 0.06 0.09 6,00 0.65 
(nV /rn sqrd) 
SYNTHETIC 
475.3 
308.3 
190.8 
114.8 
67.01 
3 7.62 
20.55 
COIL AREA: 
RAMP TIME: 
(nV /m sqrd) 
SYNTHETIC 
29573.8 
22223.3 
16178.7 
11561.7 
8088.5 
5509.8 
3674.8 
2404 . .0 
1538.8 
962.2 
586.2 
346.6 
199.0 
T 2 -0.04 -0.10 -0.23 0.28 0 . 63 
P 1 P 2 P 3 T 1 T 2 
* Blackhawk G�ornetrics, Inc. 
DIFFJ;:RENCE 
(percent) 
-2.14 
1. 61 
1.42 
-2.67 
:-2.77 
-0.902 
2.25 
100.00 sq rn. 
155.00 rnuSEC 
DJFF:ERENCE 
( pe rcent ) 
-0.375 
0.229 
0.399 
0.131 
.,-0.161 
-0.455 
0.384 
0.48� 
-1.49 
0.444 
-0.932 
3.30 
1.22 
* 
APPENDIXC 
CD WITH REPORT AND FIGURES 
Blackhawk Project Number: 5038 
Prepared For: 
KULA 1800 INVESTMENT PARTNERS, LLC 
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